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In this Isuue

The Arab Society for Intellectual Property 
(ASIP) headed by Dr. Talal Abu-
Ghazaleh is a non-profit organization 
that was established on February 23, 
1987 in Munich Germany, by some of 
the top practitioners in the many fields 
of intellectual property (IP) in the Arab 
region. Its mission is to bring together the 
IP professionals and practitioners in the 
Arab region and to help build awareness 
and understanding of intellectual property 
issues and their dynamics.
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ASIP Participates in Job Fairs at Jordanian Universities 
AMMAN - The Arab Society for Intellectual Property 
(ASIP), a member of Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Foundation 
(TAG Foundation), took part in the Career Days 
organized by the Applied Science Private University, 
Al-Ahliyya Amman University and Al-Zaytoonah 
University. Through such participation, ASIP aims 
at briefing the attendees on its services and training 
courses that qualify graduates and job seekers, develop 
their capabilities and improve their chances of getting 
jobs that meet their skills and aspirations. The Career 
Days also provided the chance of direct contact between 
employers and job seekers that in return provided the 
youth with an outlook about the latest available job 
vacancies and trends in the labor market. 

ASIP’s participation played a positive role in helping 
job seekers get the looked-for jobs. 

ASIP Holds E-Crimes Training Course
AMMAN - The Arab Society for Intellectual Property 
(ASIP) held the ‘E- Crimes’ training course, March 
31- April 4, 2019 at Talal Abu-Ghazaleh University 
College for Innovation (TAGUCI) Building - Amman. 
The 15-hours training course included different topics 
clarifying the concept and types of E-crimes, namely:

• The electronic environment vs. traditional environment
• Crimes in general 
• Types of cybercrimes
• Penalties for cybercrimes 

Upon the completion of the course, the participants 
received Certificates of Attendance issued by the ASIP.

http://www.aspip.org
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AGIP Receives MIP’s Middle East IP Firm of the Year Award 
for 2019
LONDON - Abu-Ghazaleh Intellectual Property (AGIP) was awarded ‘Middle East IP Firm of the Year 
2019’ at the Managing Intellectual Property (MIP) Annual IP Awards Ceremony held at the Royal Lancaster 
Hotel, London, in March 2019.

The MIP Awards recognize achievements in IP work over the past year in areas such as prosecution, 
litigation, licensing or other works. According to survey results released recently, AGIP was ranked in 
Tier One for trademark, patent and copyright prosecution in all Arab countries. 

This is the 10th year that AGIP earns regional recognition for its outstanding IP practices in the Middle 
East and for its continuous efforts in providing its clients with the best-quality services in the field of IP 
protection. 

Ms. Dima Naber, AGIP Counsel and International Business Development Executive Director, received 
the award on behalf of AGIP, saying: “We are very proud to receive this prestigious award, which we 
consider as a testament to the dedication and innovative approaches of AGIP to deliver above and beyond 
expectations.”

“Over the years, AGIP has reached greater levels of success, and our clients have trusted us with the quality 
of IP services. This award recognizes their confidence and loyalty in our services,” she added.

Managing Intellectual Property hosted the Annual IP Awards 2019 in front of nearly 380 IP professionals, 
representing 40 countries, 80 private practice firms, and including about 90 corporate/in-house practitioners.

It is worth mentioning that the MIP’s 2019 survey is the largest ever, covering 75 jurisdictions, and its 
results are based on extensive research and interviews with practitioners worldwide. 


